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1. Introduction 
 

The shear behavior of rock masses is usually assessed 

for the proper design of structures in rock engineering. The 

stability of rock structures is mainly affected by 

discontinuities such as bedding planes, faults and joints 

which are already existed in the rock mass (Tang et al. 

2001, Fan et al. 2018, Zhang et al. 2013, Yang et al. 2016, 

2017). The mechanical properties of rocks is mainly 

controlled by the weakness planes due to their contact 

properties and forces at the interaction surfaces (Cao et al. 

2015, Wang et al. 2017). For example, new cracks may get 

initiated from the tips of the existing joints under various 

loading conditions. They may continue their propagation till 

coalesce with the neighboring cracks, joints or surfaces. 

This fracture propagation mechanism may lead to the 

degradation of the rocks mechanical properties. The higher 

order displacement discontinuity method (HODDM) which 

is a modified indirect boundary element method have also 

been used for crack analyses in rock and rock-like 

materials. Haeri et al. (2014) studied the crack propagation 

in rock like Brazilian disc specimens containing cracks 

under compression. Fatehi Marji (1997, 2013) investigated 

the cracks propagation in rock fragmentation process and 

brittle materials using the modified higher order 
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displacement discontinuity method. Experimental and 

numerical simulation (with HODDM) of fracture analyses 

and micro-crack coalescence mechanism in rock-like 

materials and concretes have been carried out by Haeri, 

Khallo and Marji (2015a, 2015b). Hosseni-nasab and Fatehi 

Marji (2007) developed a semi-infinite higher-order 

displacement discontinuity method for quasi-static analysis 

of radial cracks produced by blasting in a jointed rock mass. 

The effects of discontinuities such as joints on the failure 

process of a rock mass provides a valuable guiding 

framework for the design of actual engineering rock 

structures. Some researchers such as Bobet et al. (1998) 

performed some valuable experimental and numerical 

simulations to study the mechanical behavior of non-

persistent jointed rock mass. They visualized five 

distinguishable failure patterns for gypsum specimens 

containing parallel flaws under uniaxial compressive 

loading condition. Some experimental works also 

performed by Wong et al. (1998) on plaster specimens 

under uniaxial compression and identified nine types of 

coalescence patterns. The jointed rock-like specimens under 

uniaxial compression are also studied by Cao et al. (2016). 

They investigated the ultimate uniaxial compressive 

strength of these materials and classified four types of the 

failure patterns through similar testing and numerical 

simulation technics. Effects of joint geometry parameters on 

the mechanical properties, compressive strength and failure 

patterns of the rock mass have been studied by Bahaaddini 

et al. (2013) using the particle flow modelling technic. The 

relationship between time-dependent cracks coalescence  
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process and axial stress-time behavior for red sandstone 

samples containing two unparalleled cracks have been 

investigated by Yang et al. (2013) using acoustic emission 

and photographic monitoring technics. Effects of joint 

inclination angles and joint connectivity rate on the 

mechanical properties and strength of a rock mass 

containing non-persistent open joints have been studied by 

Chen et al. (2011). They conducted some uniaxial 

compression tests on the specially prepared gypsum 

specimens. The numerical simulation technic using the 

three dimensional particle flow code (PFC3D) has been 

used by Fen et al. (2015) to investigate the effects of multi- 

non-persistent joints on the mechanical behavior of jointed 

rock mass. The mechanical behavior of a jointed rock mass 

with joints adjacent to a free surface of an excavation wall 

is numerically simulated by Yang et al. (2015). The 

mechanical behaviors of joint interactions and rock bridges 

have been extensively studied by many researchers (Lee 

2011, Park 2010, Ghazvinian et al. 2012, Nabil et al. 2012, 

Ramadoss and Nagamani 2013, Haeri et al. 2013, Pan et al. 

2014, Haeri et al. 2015, Sarfarazi et al. 2014, 2016a, 2016b, 

2016c, Haeri 2015, Kequan and Zhou et al. 2015, Yaylac 

2016, Haeri et al. 2016a, b, c, d, Monfared et al. 2017, Mo 

and Monfared 2017, Rezaiee-Pajand et al. 2018, Lee and 

Lee 2018, Boumaaza 2017). The rock fracturing and cracks 

coalescence behavior of rock-like specimens (rectangular 

shaped) containing two parallel open cracks have been 

investigated by Zhang et al. (2013, 2015) under uniaxial 

compression. They concluded that the inclinations of a line 

linking up the tips of the inner flaw and also the spacing in 

between the two flaws (open cracks) affected the peak 

strength and coalescence patterns of the rock-like 

specimens. Other numerical methods, such as Peridynamics 

(PD) (Zhou et al. 2016), The Extended Finite Element 

Method (Zhou et al. 2012) and General Particle Dynamics 

((Zhou et al. 2015, Bi et al. 2016) have been done on the 

crack propagation.  

On the other hands the mechanical behavior of joints 

interactions in a non-persistent jointed rock mass have been 

rarely investigated specially under shear loading conditions. 

In this paper, the specially designed jointed specimens of 

rock-like materials are being tested under shear loading  

 

Table 1 Mechanical properties of specimens 

Compressive strength 7.2 MPa 

Tensile strength 1.3 MPa 

 
 

conditions. The effects of joints interactions on the failure 

modes, the strengths and the deformation behaviors of 

jointed rocks are being investigated. 

 

 

2. Stages of laboratory tests 
 

Some laboratory tests being conducted on the specially 

prepared rock-like specimens. The Brazilian disc type 

specimens containing internal flaws are being tested under 

uniaxial compression and under shear loading.  

 

2.1 Mechanical properties of samples 
 

To build the samples, the gypsum and water mixture 

was used with a ratio of 2 to 1. uniaxial and Brazilian tests 

were carried out on cylindrical samples and disc samples. 

The cylindrical samples have a diameter of 54 mm and the 

height of 108 mm. The disc samples have a diameter 54 and 

the thickness of 27 mm. Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows failure 

pattern in uniaxial test and Brazilian test. Table 1 shows 

compressive strength and tensile strength of rock like 

specimens. 

 
2.2 Preparing the specimens containing non-

persistent joints 
 

The rock-like specimens containing non-persistent joints 

can be prepared from a mixture of gypsum and water with a 

ratio of 2 to 1, respectively. This mixture is poured into 

some typical molds. The framework of a typical mold has 

dimensions of 200 mm×150 mm×200 mm (Fig. 2(a)). The 

mold is made of fiberglass which is waterproof and the 

diameter of the mold will not increase during material 

casting. Two timbers placed at the bottom and top of the 

mold as shown in Fig. 2(a). A plastic fiber with dimensions 

of 200 mm×150 mm×100 mm put inside the frame of mold  

 

  

 

 (a) (b)  

Fig. 1 (a) Failure pattern in experimental compressive test, (b) failure pattern in Brazilian test 
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(Fig. 2(b)) and the aluminum sheets are then moved into the 

oil. This sheet is inserted into the plastic fiber from one side 

and connected to the free surface from another side of the 

mold (Fig. 2 (c), (d)). the blade is attached to the chalk 

specimen by the oil so that after removing the plaster slurry 

within more than 15 minutes, the aluminum sheet can be 

easily removed from the mold (Fig. 2(e)). The bolts of the 

molds are opened as shown in Fig. 2(e) so that the casted 

samples can be removed from the mold (Fig. 2(f)). The 

 

 

 

casted specimens can be used for the required testing after 

about 15 days. The test specimens containing single joint 

(open crack), two and more joints can be constructed by this 

procedure. The joint’s inclinations may get different values 

such as 0° (Fig. 3(a)), 45° (Fig. 3(b)) and 90° (Fig. 3(c)), 

respectively. Nine specimens were prepared to have 

different joint number and inclinations. 

 

2.3 Loading the specimen 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 
  

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 2 (a) The frame with dimension of 200 mm×150 mm×200 mm (b) a special plastic fiber with dimension of 200 

mm×150 mm×100 mm was put into the frame, (c) the shime inside the plastic fiber, (d) adjustment the shime inside 

the frame and plaster slurry inside the mold, (e) the aluminum sheet is removed from the mold, (f) specimen 

consisting non persistent joint 

 

   

 

 (a) (b) (c)  

Fig. 3 (a) Joint angle is 0°, (b) joint angle is 45°, (c) joint angle is 90° 
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In order to carry out loading on the specimens, the 

specimens are placed inside the uniaxial machine (Fig. 4). 

The loading rate was 0.005 mm/s. 

 

 

3. Experimental results 
 

3.1 Failure mechanism of samples 
 

Fig. 5 shows the failure pattern of specimens containing 

non-persistent joint with joint angularity of 0°. When 

number of joint was 1 (Fig. 5(a)), two tensile crack initiated 

 

 

 

from joint tips and propagated parallel to loading axis till 

coalescence with boundaries of sample. When number of 

joints were 2 (Fig. 5(b)), two tensile crack initiated from the 

joint tips and propagated parallel to loading axis till 

coalescence with boundary of sample. Also two tensile 

cracks initiate at tip of the joints and propagate parallel to 

loading axis in rock bridge till coalescence with other joint 

tips. When number of joints were 3 (Fig. 5(c)), two tensile 

crack initiated from the joint tips and propagated parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with boundary of sample. Also 

two tensile cracks initiate at tip of the joints and propagate 

parallel to loading axis in rock bridge till coalescence with 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 (a) (b) (c)  

Fig. 3 Continued 

 

  

 

 (a) (b)  

Fig. 4 (a) Uniaxial machine, (b) schematic view of loading condition 
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other joint tips. 

Fig. 6 shows the failure pattern of specimens containing 

non - persistent joint with joint angularity of 45°. When 

number of joint was 1 (Fig. 6(a)), two tensile crack initiated 

from joint tips and propagated parallel to loading axis till 

coalescence with boundaries of sample. When number of 

joints were 2 (Fig. 6(b)), two tensile crack initiated from the 

joint tips and propagated parallel to loading axis till 

coalescence with sample boundaries. Also two tensile 

cracks initiate at tip of the joints and propagate parallel to 

loading axis in rock bridge till coalescence with other joint 

tips. When number of joints were 3 (Fig. 6(c)), two tensile 

 

 

 

 

crack initiated from the joint tips and propagated parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with sample boundaries. Also 

two tensile cracks initiate at tip of the joints and propagate 

parallel to loading axis in rock bridge till coalescence with 

other joint tips. 

Fig. 7 shows the failure pattern of specimens containing 

non - persistent joint with joint angularity of 90°. When 

number of joint was 1 (Fig. 7(a)), two tensile crack initiated 

from joint tips and propagated parallel to loading axis till 

coalescence with boundaries of sample. When number of 

joints were 2 (Fig. 7(b)), two tensile crack initiated from the 

joint tips and propagated parallel to loading axis till  

 

   

 

 (a) (b) (c)  

Fig. 5 The failure pattern in specimen with joint angularity of 0° and different joint number of ; (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 

 

   

 

 (a) (b) (c)  

Fig. 6 The failure pattern in specimen with joint angularity of 45° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 

 

   

 

 (a) (b) (c)  

Fig. 7 The failure pattern in specimen with joint angularity of 90° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 
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Fig 8 the effect of joint length and joint angularity on the 

shear strength of samples 

 

 

coalescence with sample boundaries. Also two tensile 

cracks initiate at tip of the joints and propagate parallel to 

loading axis in rock bridge till coalescence with other joint 

tips. When number of joints were 3 (Fig. 7(c)), two tensile 

crack initiated from the joint tips and propagated parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with sample boundaries. Also 

two tensile cracks initiate at tip of the joints and propagate 

parallel to loading axis in rock bridge till coalescence with 

other joint tips.  

 

3.2 The effect of joint length on the strength of 
samples 

 

Fig 8 shows the effect of joint number and joint 

angularity on the shear strength of samples. The strength of 

samples decreases by increasing the joint number. Also, 

joint with angle of 45° has less shear strength.  

 
 
4. Numerical simulations of the laboratory tests by 
discrete element method 
 

A sophisticated discrete element code known as two 

dimensional particle flow code (PFC2D) can be used to 

simulate all of the laboratory tests carried out in this study. 

In the numerical simulation process, the specimen is 

represented as an assembly of rigid particles being able to 

move independently and interact with one another only at 

the contact points (Potyondy and Cundall 2004). A central 

explicit finite difference scheme is implemented in the 

discrete element method (DEM) to compute the movements 

and contact forces in the particle assembly. The linear and 

non-linear contacts models augmented with the frictional 

sliding in between the particles are provided in PFC2D to 

model the geo-mechanical problems. In this study, the 

linear contact model is adopted which provides a linear 

elastic relation between the contact forces and relative 

displacements of the particles. A parallel-bond particle 

modelling algorithm is generated and several useful 

routines are provided to solve many complicated problems 

related to jointed rocks and rock-materials. The micro-

properties of the geo-materials should be defined which are: 

stiffness ratios Kn/Ks, the ball-to ball contact modulus and 

coefficient of friction, the parallel normal and shear  

Table 2 Micro properties used to represent the intact rock 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Type of particle disc Stiffness ratio 2 

density 3600 Particle friction coefficient 0.5 

Minimum radius 0.27 
Contact bond normal strength, 

mean (MPa) 
7.8 

Size ratio 1.56 
Contact bond normal strength, 

SD (MPa) 
2 

Porosity ratio 0.08 
Contact bond shear strength, 

mean (MPa) 
7.8 

Damping 

coefficient 
0.7 

Contact bond shear strength, SD 

(MPa) 
2 

Contact young 

modulus (GPa) 
1   

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 9 (a) Experimental compression test, (b) numerical 

compression test, (c) experimental Brazilian test and (d) 

numerical Brazilian test 

 

 

bonding strengths, the ratio of standard deviation to that of 

the mean normal and shear bonding strengths, the minimum 

ball radius, the radius multiplier of the parallel-bond, the 

parallel-bond modulus and stiffness ratio. A calibration  
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procedure is adopted to provide the suitable micro 

mechanical properties required for the particle assembly. 

The macro-mechanical properties gained from the 

 

 

laboratory modeled samples cannot be directly used for 

determining the bonding characteristics and contact 

mechanical properties. The laboratory experiments give the  

 

   

 

 (a)  

 

   

 

 (b)  

 

   

 

 (c)  

 

   

 

(d) 

Fig. 10 (a) Joint angle is 0°, (b) joint angle is 30°, c) joint angle is 45°, d) joint angle is 60° 
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macro mechanical properties of the test samples and 

reflecting the continuum behavior of the material. 

Therefore, an inverse modeling procedure based on the trial 

and error algorithm are adopted to relate these two sets of 

material properties so that the suitable strengths and 

deformation characteristics required for the numerical 

modeling of the specimens can be appropriately estimated 

from the laboratory testing results. These estimated micro-

mechanical properties for the particle assembly can be 

effectively used to simulate the shear behavior of non-

persistent jointed rocks. 

 

4.1 Preparing and calibrating the numerical model 
 

The uniaxial compression test and Brazilian test was 

used to calibrate the compressive strength, young modulus 

and tensile srength of specimen in PFC2D model. The 

standard process of generation of a PFC2D assembly to 

represent a test model involves four steps: (a) particle 

generation and packing the particles, (b) isotropic stress 

installation, (c) floating particle elimination, and (d) bond 

installation. Adopting the micro-properties listed in Table 2 

and the standard calibration procedures (Potyondy and 

Cundall 2003), a calibrated PFC particle assembly was 

created. The dimension of the uniaxial model were 54 mm 

and 108mm. The specimen was made of 12,615 particles. 

The upper and lower walls was moved toward each other 

with a low speed of 0.016 m/s. The diameter of the brazilian 

model were 54 mm. The specimen was made of 6421 

particles. The left and rigth walls was moved toward each 

other with a low speed of 0.016 m/s. Fig. 9 (a) and (c) 

shows the experimental uniaxial compression test and 

experimental Brazilian test, respectively. Also Fig. 9 (b) 

and (d) shows numerical uniaxial compression test and 

numerical Brazilian test, respectively. The results show well 

matching between experimental test and numerical 

simulation. The uniaxial compression strength, Young 

modulus and Brazilian tensile strength have been depicted 

in Table 3. These mechanical properties are well matching 

with those of experimental test (Table 1). This shows that 

model is calibrated correctly.  

 

4.2 Numerical compressive tests on the non-
persistent open joint 

 

Table 3 Mechanical properties in numerical models 

Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa) 7.4 

Young modulus (GPa) 9.3 

Tensile strength (MPa) 1.4 

 

 

After calibration of PFC2D, punch shear tests for 

jointed rock were numerically simulated by creating a box 

model in the PFC2D (by using the calibrated micro-

parameters) (Fig. 10). The PFC specimen had the 

dimensions of 100 mm×100 mm. A total of 13168 disks 

with a minimum radius of 0.27 mm were used to make up 

the box specimen. Two walls exist at the upper and lower of 

the model. The non-persistent joints were formed by 

deletion of bands of particles from the model. The opening 

of these notches is 1 mm (Fig. 10). In general, the models 

containing one, two and three joint were constructed. The 

joint angularities changed in five different values; i.e., 0° 

(Fig. 10(a)), 30° (Fig. 10(b)), 45° (Fig. 10(c)), 60° (Fig. 

10(d)) and 90° (Fig. 10(e)). It should be noticed that joint 

configuration is similar to experimental one in three 

different joint configuration i.e., 0°, 45° and 90°. Upper and 

lower walls applied uniaxial force on the model. The 

compression force was registered by taking the reaction 

forces on the upper wall.  

 

4.3 The modeled parallel bond forces before the 
crack initiation process 
 

The parallel bond force distribution (as shown in Figs. 

11-15) illustrates the state of force vectors within the 

modelled samples before the crack initiation process for 

five configuration of non-persistent joint (i.e., when joint 

angle is 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°). The red and dark lines 

shown in Figs. 11-15 represent the tensile and compression 

force vectors in the model, respectively. The coarse lines 

and their accumulation show the areas where larger forces 

are induced within the model. It can be easily seen that the 

tensile forces of the bonded particles at the tip of the crack 

are more than their shear strength, therefore, the tensile 

crack initiation is a dominant mode of fracturing that 

initiates at the tip of the crack within the modelled samples.  

 

   

 

(e) 

Fig. 10 Continued (e) joint angle is 90° 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 11 The parallel bond force distribution in model with joint angularity of 0° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 12 The parallel bond force distribution in model with joint angularity of 30° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 13 The parallel bond force distribution in model with joint angularity of 45° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 
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4.4 The distribution of displacement vectors in the 
modeled samples  

 

 

 
 
The distribution of particle displacement vectors in the 

modelled sample is shown in Figs. 16-20. The typical  

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 14 The parallel bond force distribution in model with joint angularity of 60° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 15 The parallel bond force distribution in model with joint angularity of 90° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 16 The particle displacement vectors in model with joint angularity of 0° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 
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displacement vector observed in the Brazilian tensile test 

simulation using the same micro-parameters as in the shear 

test is shown in Fig. 21. The displacement vectors of the 

particles in a modelled sample illustrate how the particles 

 

 

 

 

are moving as they are subjected to the external loading 

conditions. Figs. 16-21 illustrates that in both the shear test 

and the Brazilian test, the displacement vectors show 

similar trends, and the fractures display a tensile mode of  

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 17 The particle displacement vectors in model with joint angularity of 30° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 18 The particle displacement vectors in model with joint angularity of 45° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 19 The particle displacement vectors in model with joint angularity of 60° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 
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Fig. 21 The displacement vectors observed in a Brazilian 

tensile test 

 

 

failure, characteristic of Mode I fractures (the fracture 

mechanics terminology for fractures subjected to tensile 

loading conditions). 

 

4.5 The effects of joint configuration on the failure 
behavior of the modelled samples  
 

The fracture patterns of the modelled samples with the 

different joint configuration are considered to study the 

effects of joint angularities and join number on fracturing 

process of the brittle materials.  

 

a) Failure mechanism of the model with joint angularity 

of 0° 

In the failure mechanism of the modelled sample with 

joint number of 1 (Fig. 22(a)), the tensile wing cracks 

initiate from the joint walls and propagate parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with model boundary. Due to 

the lower tensile strength of the modelled sample the tensile 

cracks are the most dominant mode of failure compared to 

those of shear mode. When number of joint was 2 (Fig. 

22(b)), two wing cracks initiated from joint tip and 

propagate parallel to loading axis till coalescence with 

model boundary. Also one tensile fracture initiates from 

lower joint tip and go through the rock bridge till 

coalescence with upper joint wall. When number of joint 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 22 The failure pattern in model with joint angularity of 

0° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 
 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 20 The particle displacement vectors in model with joint angularity of 90° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and 

(c) 3 
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was 3 (Fig. 22(c)), two wing cracks initiated from joint tip 

and propagate parallel to loading axis till coalescence with 

model boundary. Also tensile fractures initiate from joint 

tips and go through the rock bridge till coalescence with 

other joint tips.  

 

b) Failure mechanism of the model with joint angularity of 

30° 

When number of joint was 1 (Fig. 23(a)), the tensile 

wing cracks initiate from the joint tips and propagate 

 

 

 

 

parallel to loading axis till coalescence with model 

boundary. When number of joint was 2 (Fig. 23(b)), two 

wing cracks initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with model boundary. Also one 

tensile fracture initiates from lower joint tip and go through 

the rock bridge till coalescence with upper joint tip. When 

number of joint was 3 (Fig. 23(c)), two wing cracks 

initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to loading axis 

till coalescence with model boundary. Also tensile fractures 

initiate from joint tips and go through the rock bridge till  

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 23 The failure pattern in model with joint angularity of 30° and different joint number of( a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 24 The failure pattern in model with joint angularity of 45° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 25 The failure pattern in model with joint angularity of 60° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 
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coalescence with other joint tips.  

 

c) Failure mechanism of the model with joint angularity 

of 45° 

 

 

 

When number of joint was 1 (Fig. 24(a)), the tensile 

wing cracks initiate from the joint tips and propagate 

parallel to loading axis till coalescence with model 

boundary. When number of joint was 2 (Fig. 24(b)), two  

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 26 The failure pattern in model with joint angularity of 90° and different joint number of (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 27 The effect of joint length on the strength of models for different joint configuration; i.e., in plane parallel joint, inside 

echelon joint and outside echelon joint 
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wing cracks initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with model boundary. Also one 

tensile fracture initiates from lower joint tip and go through 

the rock bridge till coalescence with upper joint tip. When 

number of joint was 3 (Fig. 24(c)), two wing cracks 

initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to loading axis 

till coalescence with model boundary. Also tensile fractures 

initiate from joint tips and go through the rock bridge till 

coalescence with other joint tips.  

 

d) Failure mechanism of the model with joint angularity 

of 60° 

When number of joint was 1 (Fig. 25(a)), the tensile 

wing cracks initiate from the joint tips and propagate 

parallel to loading axis till coalescence with model 

boundary. When number of joint was 2 (Fig. 25(b)), two 

wing cracks initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with model boundary. Also one 

tensile fracture initiates from lower joint tip and go through 

the rock bridge till coalescence with upper joint tip. When 

number of joint was 3 (Fig. 25(c)), two wing cracks 

initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to loading axis 

till coalescence with model boundary. Also tensile fractures 

initiate from middle joint tips and go through the rock 

bridge till coalescence with other joint tips.  

 

e) Failure mechanism of the model with joint angularity 

of 90° 

When number of joint was 1 (Fig. 26(a)), the tensile 

wing cracks initiate from the joint tips and propagate 

parallel to loading axis till coalescence with model 

boundary. When number of joint was 2 (Fig. 26(b)), two 

 

 

wing cracks initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with model boundary. Also one 

tensile fracture initiates from lower joint tip and go through 

the rock bridge till coalescence with upper joint tip. When 

number of joint was 3 (Fig. 26(c)), two wing cracks 

initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to loading axis 

till coalescence with model boundary. Also tensile fractures 

initiate from middle joint tips and go through the rock 

bridge till coalescence with other joint tips.  

By comparison between Figs. 5-7 and Figs. 22, 24 and 

26, It can be concluded that failure pattern is similar in both 

of the experimental test and numerical simulation. 

 

4.6 The effect of joint numbers on the strength of 
samples 

 

Fig. 27(a)-(e) shows the effect of joint number on the 

strength of models. When joint angle is 0°, the shear 

strength is constant but young modulus was decreased by 

increasing the joint number (Fig. 27(a)). For any other joint 

angularities (i.e., Fig. 27 (b)-(e)), the failure strength and 

young modulus decrease by increasing the joint number. 

 

4.7 The effect of joint angularities on the strength of 
samples 
 

Fig. 28(a)-(c) shows the effect of joint angularity on the 

strength of models. In three cases of joint number, the shear 

strength has minimum value when joint angles were 30° 

and 45°.  

By comparison between Fig. 8 and Fig. 28 It can be 

concluded that failure strength is nearly similar in both of 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 28 The effect of joint angularity on the strength of models 
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the experimental test and numerical simulation. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

• The tensile forces of the bonded particles at the tip of 

the crack are more than their shear strength, therefore, 

the tensile crack initiation is a dominant mode of 

fracturing that initiates at the tip of the crack within the 

modelled samples.  

• in both the shear test and the Brazilian test, the 

displacement vectors show similar trends, and the 

fractures display a tensile mode of failure, characteristic 

of Mode I fractures (the fracture mechanics terminology 

for fractures subjected to tensile loading conditions). 

• When number of joint was 1, the tensile wing cracks 

initiate from the joint tips and propagate parallel to 

loading axis till coalescence with model boundary. 

When number of joint was 2, two wing cracks initiated 

from joint tip and propagate parallel to loading axis till 

coalescence with model boundary. Also one tensile 

fracture initiates from lower joint tip and go through the 

rock bridge till coalescence with upper joint tip. When 

number of joint was 3, two wing cracks initiated from 

joint tip and propagate parallel to loading axis till 

coalescence with model boundary. Also tensile fractures 

initiate from joint tips and go through the rock bridge till 

coalescence with other joint tips.  

• When joint angle is 0°, the shear strength is constant 

but young modulus was decreased by increasing the 

joint number. For any other joint angularities, the failure 

strength and young modulus decrease by increasing the 

joint number. 

• In three cases of joint number, the shear strength has 

minimum value when joint angles were 30° and 45°.  

• Failure pattern is similar in both of the experimental 

test and numerical simulation. 

• Failure strength is similar in both of the experimental 

test and numerical simulation. 
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